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Blender 3D Incredible MachinesPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features Develop realistic and awesome machines for your 3D projects and animation films Gain the ability to look at a piece of machinery in real life and then recreate it in Blender Develop a comprehensive skill set covering key aspects of mechanical modeling Book Description Blender 3D is one of the top pieces of 3D animation software....
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C# Game Programming Cookbook for Unity 3DCRC Press, 2014

	An Accessible, Modular Style of Game Buildingâ€•Easily Start Making Games with Unity 3D


	C# Game Programming Cookbook for Unity 3D presents a highly flexible core framework to create just about any type of game by plugging in different script components. Most scripts function within the game framework or...
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Inerter and Its Application in Vibration Control SystemsSpringer, 2019

	
		This book offers the first comprehensive introduction to the inerter, its successful application in Formula One racing, and other state-of-the-art applications in vibration control. It presents fundamental analysis results and design methods for inerter-based vibration control systems. Providing comprehensive information on the...
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Essential LightWave v9: The Fastest and Easiest Way to Master LightWave 3DWordware Publishing, 2007
When NewTek announced the upcoming release of LightWave v9, we immediately began planning a new edition of the Essential book with hopes of releasing it around the time that LightWave v9 shipped. However, we decided early on that racing through the production was not our highest priority. Rather, our goal was to produce the most complete and...
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How Race Car Drivers Use Math (Math in the Real World)Chelsea House Publications, 2009
The drivers have suited up and climbed into their cars. Engines roar. All eyes are on the checkered flag. The flag drops. The drivers roar off—challenging themselves, their teams, and other drivers to perform to the best of their ability. Math is used by the drivers, by their pit crews, and by race car designers before, during, and after a...
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C# and the .Net Framework: The C++ PerspectiveSams Publishing, 2001
This book covers topics ranging from the general principles of .NET through the C# language and how its used in ASP.NET and Windows Forms. Written by programmers for programmers, the content of the book is intended to get readers over the hump of the .NET learning curve and provide solid practical knowledge that will make developers productive from...
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Windows Phone 7 Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2011

	You have just bought your new Windows Phone 7 device and would like to start developing applications. You need to know the device’s hardware characteristics such as screen resolution and memory capability—but also which sensors and services it provides. Finally, you need to understand what the Windows Phone 7 operating system...
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Solaris Internals: Core Kernel ArchitecturePrentice Hall, 2000
 The definitive Sun Microsystems guide to the internals of the Solaris kernel. 

 This book focuses on the core kernel functions, major data structures and algorithms. Its practical approach makes it an essential resource for anyone responsible for kernel, driver or application software. Anyone doing development, debugging, maintenance,...
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Building Smart Drones with ESP8266 and Arduino: Build exciting drones by leveraging the capabilities of Arduino and ESP8266Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage the WiFi chip to build exciting Quadcopters

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn to create a fully functional Drone with Arduino and ESP8266 and their modified versions of hardware.
	
			Enhance your drone's functionalities by implementing smart features.
	
			A...
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Practical Java Game ProgrammingCharles River, 2004
Java is gaining more and more acceptance in the game development community,  and with good commercial-quality Java games on the market, it will become a  definitive choice. Practical Java Game Programming identifies the  technological path developers need to take to make this happen. It explores and  illustrates cutting-edge Java game...
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Adopting the Racing GreyhoundHowell Book House, 2003

	The first edition of this book was responsible for inspiring tens of thousands of people to adopt ex-racers. Now, this fully updated edition features groundbreaking veterinary information not available anywhere else. Greyhound authority Cynthia Branigan–who has placed over 4,000 Greyhounds through her organization–offers updated...
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